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Abstract: The present paper describes the technological peculiarities relevant to the nucleation
and further epitaxial growth of the metastable epsilon phase of iron oxide by means of pulsed
laser deposition (PLD). The orthorhombic epsilon ferrite ε-Fe2O3 is an exotic member of a large
family of iron oxide polymorphs, which attracts extensive attention nowadays due to its ultra-
high magneto-crystalline anisotropy and room temperature multiferroic properties. Continuing the
series of previous publications dedicated to the fabrication of ε-Fe2O3 films on GaN, this present
work addresses a number of important requirements for the growing conditions of these films.
Among the most sensitive technological parameters, the growth temperature must be high enough
to aid the nucleation of the orthorhombic phase and, at the same time, low enough to prevent
the thermal degradation of an overheated ε-Fe2O3/GaN interface. Overcoming the contradicting
growth temperature requirements, an alternative substrate-independent technique to stabilize the
orthorhombic phase by mild aluminum substitution is proposed. The advantages of this technique
are demonstrated by the example of ε-Fe2O3 films PLD growth carried out on sapphire—the substrate
that possesses a trigonal lattice structure and would normally drive the nucleation of the isostructural
and energetically more favorable trigonal α-Fe2O3 phase. The real-time profiling of high-energy
electron diffraction patterns has been extensively utilized throughout this work to keep track of
the orthorhombic-to-trigonal balance being the most important feed-back parameter at the growth
optimization stage.
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1. Introduction

While the possibilities of traditional semiconductor electronic devices are approaching
their limit, the integration of semiconductor and magnetic materials into a single het-
erostructure provides a promising opportunity for the development of novel functional
spintronic devices. Within a large family of magnetic materials, iron oxides attract a lot
of attention nowadays as they exhibit a wide variety of outstanding and not yet fully
explained physical properties. Besides the fundamental interest, potential applications of
iron-containing magnetically ordered materials, such as functional layers for spintronic
devices (e.g., for spin filters and spin injectors), are widely discussed [1]. The multiferroic
properties of complex iron oxides are well known [2–4]. Among numerous iron oxide
polymorphs, the most intriguing one is the metastable orthorhombic ε-Fe2O3 phase, which
does not exist in the bulk form. Epsilon ferrite is a ferrimagnet with a huge magneto-
crystalline anisotropy that is responsible for the values of coercive force exceeding 2 T.
Having attracted a lot of attention during the past few years [5–7], epsilon ferrite in the
form of nanofilms [8–10] and nanoparticles [11–14] was shown to exhibit a complicated
magnetic structure with four magnetic sub-lattices and room-temperature (RT) multifer-
roic behavior [15], which has not been observed in other simple metal oxides. Its large
magnetic coercivity and proven magneto-electric coupling make this material ideal for the
creation of novel oxide-based ferroic-on-semiconductor devices for spintronic applications,
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including low-power consumption magnetic media storage devices [16]. Furthermore, the
epitaxial growth of a room-temperature multiferroic layer with a controllable magneti-
zation/polarization on a semiconductor provides promising opportunities to control the
optical, electronic, and magnetic properties of such heterostructure by external electric and
magnetic fields [17–20]. The majority of earlier papers related to ε-Fe2O3 were dedicated to
nanoparticles [16,21,22]. The fabrication of ε-Fe2O3 epitaxial layers on SrTiO3 (STO), Al2O3,
and yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) substrates were later demonstrated [8,15,23,24]. More
recently, the possibility of the epitaxial growth of ε-Fe2O3 thin films on a semiconductor
substrate by means of pulsed laser deposition (PLD) has been reported [9]. The magnetic
properties of ε-Fe2O3/GaN films have been later described in detail in Refs. [10,25]. The pe-
culiar columnar crystal structure of ε-Fe2O3 films has been investigated by high-resolution
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) in planar [25] and transversal [26] geometries.
Being metastable, ε-Fe2O3 is very sensitive to growth conditions such as the composi-
tion and pressure of the background gas, substrate temperature, and growth rate. It was
demonstrated [9] that the nucleation and growth of high-quality epsilon ferrite on gallium
nitride is only possible in an oxygen atmosphere at a pressure of 0.1–0.2 mbar. Decreasing
oxygen pressure below 0.1 mbar leads to nucleation of a more stable trigonal α-phase of
iron oxide, while increasing the pressure above 0.2 mbar results in a considerable surface
roughening. The fabrication of ε-Fe2O3 is additionally complicated by the need to maintain
a high substrate temperature of 800–830 ◦C as, at a lower temperature, the nucleation of a
trigonal antiferromagnetic α-Fe2O3 phase takes place [9,25].

As discussed in the present work, a high-growth temperature, although beneficial at
the nucleation stage, can result in a considerable deterioration of the nitride–oxide interface
and even in the exfoliation of the grown film. Addressing the number of conflicting
requirements to the growth conditions of epsilon ferrite, the present paper reveals various
technological methods relevant for the stabilization of this phase on various substrates.
Namely, the problem of the too-narrow temperature window is addressed by introducing a
two-stage growth technique. In addition to this, taking advantage of the ability of the group
III metals to substitute iron in Fe2O3 shifting the energy balance towards the nucleation of
the orthorhombic phase, a versatile substrate-independent stabilization technique has been
developed based on mild doping of the growing film with aluminum, both at the nucleation
stage and during the growth. The implementation of this method is demonstrated through
the technologically complex example of ε-Fe2O3 growth on Al2O3(0001)—the substrate,
which is isostructural to the energetically favorable α-phase of the iron oxide.

The present paper is dedicated to the technological peculiarities of ε-Fe2O3 phase
stabilization. Whether stabilization is effective or not is mainly judged from the real time in
situ RHEED measurements. The extensive investigation of the crystal structure, surface
morphology, electronic, and magnetic properties of the epsilon ferrite films grown by PLD
is described elsewhere [9,10,25,26].

2. Materials and Methods

The iron oxide epitaxial films were grown on GaN/Al2O3 (0001) and Al2O3 (0001)
substrates by means of a pulsed laser deposition from the stoichiometric Fe2O3 target,
which was ablated with the pulsed radiation of a KrF excimer laser (λ = 248 nm, Coherent,
COMPex Pro). The growth was performed in the PLD setup produced by SURFACE
(Stuttgart, Germany). The substrate was clamped to a stainless-steel sample holder that was
radiatively heated from the back with a platinum filament. The temperature of the sample
holder was measured with a type-K thermocouple. The growth of epsilon ferrite was
performed in an oxygen atmosphere at a pressure of 0.2 mbar, and the substrate temperature
varied within the range of 600–830 ◦C. To carry out an aluminum substitution, the iron oxide
and aluminum targets were ablated alternately. The growth rate was calibrated by means
of an Inficon quartz thickness monitor to about 0.05–0.25 Å/s. The crystal structure and
epitaxial relations of the grown films were monitored in situ during the growth by reflection
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high energy electron diffraction (RHEED). The RHEED system was equipped with an RDEC
(Ibaraki, Japan) 30 kV electron gun and homemade RHEED Capture acquisition software.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Tracking Orthorhombic-to-Trigonal Balance with Time Dependent RHEED Profiling

Following from the previous studies, which were dedicated to the fabrication of
epitaxial ε-Fe2O3 layers, the stabilization of the metastable orthorhombic epsilon ferrite
requires a very careful choice of growth parameters. A noticeable technological difficulty
here is the irreversible nucleation of the trigonal hematite phase when the growth conditions
deviate even slightly from the optimal ones. Being the most energetically stable, theα-Fe2O3
phase cannot simply be converted to any other crystallographic modification by tuning the
basic growth parameters of oxygen pressure, growth temperature, or deposition rate. Thus,
the early detection of α-Fe2O3 nucleation becomes the most challenging task during the
epitaxial stabilization of the orthorhombic phase. When grown on GaN (0001)/Al2O3 (0001)
or Al2O3 (0001), ε-Fe2O3 and α-Fe2O3 crystallize with the c-axes perpendicular to the
surface. Due to similarities in the anion sublattices (Figure 1a,b), the layers of ε-Fe2O3 (001)
and α-Fe2O3 (0001) can seamlessly stack on top of each other, keeping the following in-
plane epitaxial relations: ε-Fe2O3 [100] || α-Fe2O3 [110] [9]. As it will later be shown, the
transition from one to the other can occur in a matter of a few nanometers. Remarkably, the
reciprocal lattices of ε-Fe2O3 and α-Fe2O3 can be immediately distinguished by RHEED
when viewed in an ε-Fe2O3 [100] = α-Fe2O3 [110] azimuth. The diffraction pattern of
the orthorhombic ε-Fe2O3 phase (Figure 1d) has a twice-denser net of reflections in both
in-plane and out-of-plane directions, compared to the trigonal α-Fe2O3 phase (Figure 1c).
Thus, a convenient way to monitor mutual transformations between these phases is to
record in-plane intensity profiles as indicated by the frames shown in Figure 1c,d.
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Figure 1. Crystal lattices of trigonal α-Fe2O3 (a) and orthorhombic ε-Fe2O3 (b). Reciprocal lattice
cross-section of α-Fe2O3 (c) and ε-Fe2O3 (d). The reciprocal lattice nodes correspond to appearance
of reflections in RHEED patterns.

The variation in the geometrical position and the intensity of the diffraction features
correspond to the evolution of the crystal structure at the surface, which was monitored by
plotting a time dependence of horizontal intensity profiles in the form of 2D maps, in which
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the horizontal axis corresponded to the in-plane reciprocal space vector and the vertical
axis corresponded to time. In this way, the very subtle changes in diffraction patterns could
be effectively detected and visualized. The proposed technique is an expansion of the
well-known method of recording oscillations of the specular diffraction intensity measured
in a small reciprocal space region.

3.2. Gallium-Assisted Two-Stage Epitaxial Stabilization of ε-Fe2O3 Phase on GaN/Al2O3

As it was proved by a series of experiments conducted at various substrate tem-
peratures, the crystallization of the orthorhombic ε-Fe2O3 phase on GaN/Al2O3 occurs
effectively only when the substrate is kept at 800–830 ◦C during the nucleation stage. As
it was explained in the earlier works [10,26], the nucleation of the orthorhombic phase
at an elevated temperature is likely to be aided by the thermally activated diffusion of
gallium [27–29] from the substrate. The intermixing of the oxidized gallium with the iron
oxide results in the formation of an orthorhombic gallium iron oxide transition layer which
acts as a template for the growth of isostructural ε-Fe2O3. Remarkably, despite the crucial
role of the high substrate temperature at the nucleation stage, the growth of thicker films at
800–830 ◦C was found to be unfeasible due to a considerable deterioration in the crystal
quality observed as the film thickness approached 100 nm. The signs of deterioration
become evident from a noticeable blurring of electron diffraction patterns, which is accom-
panied by the appearance of whitish matte areas on the surface of the otherwise uniformly
ochre film. Though the diffraction pattern gradually returns to normal once the growth is
continued, the whitish areas remain constantly visible on the film surface. Moreover, in
the samples thicker than 100 nm, film exfoliation occurred in the deteriorated areas once
the sample was exposed to air. The observed exfoliation was most likely related to the
intensified decomposition of the gallium nitride at the ε-Fe2O3/GaN interface triggered
by the excessive heating of the substrate. The overheating naturally occurred due to the
decreasing transparency of the iron oxide film as it grew thicker and more effectively
absorbed the infrared radiation coming from the sample heater.

An example of a much milder interface deterioration due to Ga segregation was
discussed in Refs. [10,26] dedicated to energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) and
polarized neutron reflectometry (PNR) studies of the sub-100 nm ε-Fe2O3 film grown on
GaN at various temperatures. A 5 nm transition layer with a low average density and a
defect-rich lattice structure was reported to form at the oxide–nitride interface of these films.
Remarkably, the density depression at the interface increased noticeably with the growth
temperature (down to 55% for the samples grown at 830 ◦C). This low density, that cannot
be the property of a homogenous layer, was attributed to the presence of macroscopic voids,
which (through growth and coalescence) could cause film exfoliation. The presence of such
voids at the interface agrees well with the deterioration of the electron diffraction patterns
due to surface corrugation, as well as with the change in the film color due to interference
effects. To ensure the proper nucleation of the orthorhombic phase at the initial growth
stage and, at the same time, to minimize the heat-driven interface deterioration during
further deposition, a two-stage growth technology has been developed and tested. At the
nucleation stage the deposition of Fe2O3 was carried out at a low rate of 0.05 Å/s (with an
ablation frequency of 1 Hz), and the GaN substrate was kept at 830 ◦C.

The nucleation process was tracked by recording a time-dependent diffraction profile
map (Figure 2a) that showed the evolution of diffraction intensity recorded parallel to the
substrate surface within the frame shown schematically in Figure 1c,d. The growth started
with the almost immediate expansion of the interstreak distance as the GaN substrate
(Figure 2b) became overgrown. This expansion reflected the decrease in the in-plane
periodicity from 3.19 Å in GaN to ~2.9 Å in the iron oxides. The nucleation then went
through a short transition stage at which an additional 1/2 streak appeared between the
main streaks. The emergence of these half-order streaks was in agreement with the presence
of a defect spinel lattice in the transition layer, as observed earlier by cross-sectional HRTEM
studies [26]. As the half streaks became brighter, the 1/6, 2/6, 4/6, and 5/6 streaks emerged
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in the diffraction pattern and corresponded to the nucleation of the orthorhombic ε-Fe2O3
phase (see the modeled diffraction pattern in Figure 2c). Remarkably, a low deposition rate
at this stage resulted in the faster appearance of these streaks, which was in agreement
with the assumption of a surface reaction between gallium, oxygen, and iron, which took
place at the beginning of the orthorhombic growth.
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Figure 2. Time-dependent RHEED profile map (a) showing nucleation of the orthorhombic ε-Fe2O3

phase on hexagonal GaN. The map height corresponds to deposition of about 20 Å of Fe2O3. The
corresponding RHEED patterns of GaN (b) and ε-Fe2O3 (c) illustrate the initial and final stages of the
nucleation process.

Once the nucleation of the orthorhombic lattice became evident from the diffraction
pattern, the growth rate was increased by raising the ablation frequency to 5 Hz, and the
temperature of the sample holder was ramped down to prevent the excessive heating of
GaN. The cooling rate was tuned to approximately 1 deg/nm to preclude overheating
while still keeping the film surface temperature sufficiently high to keep the crystallization
of the orthorhombic phase (as monitored by RHEED). The proposed gradual cooling was
shown to be very effective for fabricating films with a thickness of up to 170 nm, including
the 120 nm thick film prepared for the neutron diffraction studies presented in Ref. [25].
The resulting films had a uniform ochre color with no signs of exfoliation, and showed
well-defined diffraction patterns with the reflection spots appearing in full correspondence
with the reciprocal space structure of the orthorhombic ε-Fe2O3 (Figure 2c).

3.3. Aluminum-Assisted Stabilization of ε-Fe2O3 Phase on Al2O3

Though a high temperature at the nucleation stage is believed to be favorable for the
crystallization of epsilon ferrite, heating alone does not guarantee orthorhombic growth.
For example, when Fe2O3 is deposited on Al2O3 using the technological parameters derived
from the well-studied ε-Fe2O3/GaN system (i.e., a substrate temperature of 830 ◦C and
oxygen pressure of 0.2 mbar), the film grows with the alpha-phase iron oxide lattice
as can be seen from the diffraction image shown in Figure 3b. The appearance of the
trigonal hematite phase is not surprising, taking into account that α-Fe2O3 is not only
the most stable crystallographic phase of the iron oxide but also the one isostructural to
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the aluminum oxide substrate. Unlike gallium nitride, which aids ε-Fe2O3 nucleation
by sourcing gallium, sapphire is considerably more stable and provides no source of Al
into the growing film at 800–900 ◦C. At the same time, the presence of excessive Al is
expected to help the launch of orthorhombic stabilization since all iron oxides with iron
partly substituted by a group III metal (Ga, Al, In), are known to have an orthorhombic
lattice. This makes it possible to stabilize the orthorhombic iron oxide phase by performing
an aluminum substitution from an Al target which is ablated alternately with the iron oxide
target. As the growth is performed in a 0.2 mbar of oxygen, it is assumed that the aluminum
arriving from the plasma plume is oxidized to Al2O3 and then mixed with Fe2O3, forming
a Fe2-xAlxO3 compound on the substrate surface. The stabilization process was tracked
by time-dependent RHEED profiling (Figure 3a). The process started by depositing a
Fe2O3 5 Å/Al2O3 1.3 Å/Fe2O3 5 Å/Al2O3 1.3 Å/Fe2O3 5 Å sequence on the clean Al2O3
substrate. Periodic intensity oscillations were observed during the deposition while the
diffraction pattern remained trigonal. Remarkably, a transition to the orthorhombic pattern
was clearly observed once the aluminum/iron ratio was increased to 3:5. The nucleation
occurred in a manner very similar to the one observed earlier for the Fe2O3/GaN system
(Figure 2a). The nucleation of the 1/2 streak was followed by the appearance of 1/6, 2/6,
4/6, and 5/6 streaks. As it can be seen from the time chart shown in Figure 3a, the most
dramatic trigonal-to-orthorhombic transformation occurred at the very beginning of the
iron oxide deposition. The 1/3 and 2/3 streaks which are characteristic for the trigonal
phase abruptly disappeared simultaneously with the appearance of the 1/2 streak. Once the
n/6 streak appeared in the diffraction pattern, the growth was continued by the deposition
of pure Fe2O3, resulting in a gradual transition to a fully developed ε-Fe2O3 diffraction
pattern, as shown in Figure 3c.
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Figure 3. Time-dependent RHEED profile map (a) showing trigonal-to-orthorhombic transformation
at the initial stage of aluminum-assisted nucleation of ε-Fe2O3 on Al2O3. The map height corresponds
to deposition of about 20 Å of Fe2O3. The corresponding RHEED patterns of α-Fe2O3 (b) and ε-Fe2O3

(c) illustrate the initial and final stages of the nucleation process.

The estimated iron-to-aluminum ratio was maintained during the described orthorhom-
bic stabilization corresponding to the Al0.75Fe1.25O3 stoichiometry that is close to that of
the well-known AlFeO3 (AFO) compound. AFO, along with GaFeO3 (GFO), has been
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studied in earlier works in the form of stand-alone film and buffer layers, e.g., in Ref. [23] A
5–25 nm GFO buffer layer was used to grow the ε-Fe2O3 films on Al2O3, STO, and YSZ.
The PLD growth of aluminum-substituted iron oxide onto STO and YSZ has been discussed
in Ref. [30]. The Fe2-xAlxO3 films were shown to preserve in-plane magnetic anisotropy
but had a lower coercive field in comparison to the pure epsilon ferrite. The ferromagnetic
resonance in Al and Ga-substituted orthorhombic iron oxides was studied in [31,32]. From
the point of view of device applications, an important disadvantage of AFO and GFO is
that their Neel temperature is below RT. On the opposite, the Neel temperature of ε-Fe2O3
(495 K) is far above RT, which makes it a perspective component for spintronic devices.
Although mixing ε-Fe2O3 with Ga2O3 or Al2O3 is known to reduce the Neel tempera-
ture [33,34], using a relatively low aluminum content is supposed to keep it above RT. In
what follows, the possibility of stabilizing orthorhombic growth with subtle Al substitution
is demonstrated.

Interestingly, a periodic ablation of aluminum in small amounts (Al:Fe = 1:10–20)
was shown to be very helpful in maintaining the orthorhombic crystal structure in thicker
films which, without occasional aluminum doping, tends to switch back to trigonal. This
switching is supposed to happen at defect sites, e.g., at small inclusions of the trigonal
phase that are naturally present in the orthorhombic film at the column boundaries [25].
Without the suppression mechanism offered by aluminum, the small hematite inclusions
grow in size until the alpha phase becomes the dominant one.

Such orthorhombic-to-trigonal transitions take place during a prolonged growth from
a Fe2O3 target, and is shown in the top part of the profile chart presented in Figure 4a.
Without Al assistance, the 1/6, 3/6, and 5/6 streaks gradually disappear, and the 1/3 and
2/3 streaks become much brighter, while the diffraction patterns corresponding to pure
α-Fe2O3 become dominant (Figure 4b). The inverse trigonal-to-orthorhombic conversion
can be carried out with a comparatively low Al:Fe ratio of 1:10, as shown in the middle part
of Figure 4a. The full conversion back to orthorhombic growth was completed in five cycles
with a total thickness in the transition region of about 30–40 Å. The diffraction pattern
corresponded to a mixture of ε-Fe2O3 and α-Fe2O3 during the conversion (Figure 4c) and
became fully orthorhombic afterwards (Figure 4d). From our experience the suggested
stabilization method is the only and most effective way to suppress the nucleation of
α-Fe2O3. Remarkably, the described trigonal-to-orthorhombic conversion can be repeated
as many times as required.

3.4. The Stabilization of Orthorhombic k-Al2O3 Phase

Most interestingly, while a prolonged deposition of pure iron oxide onto the ε-Fe2O3
surface leads to the nucleation of trigonal α-Fe2O3, a prolonged ablation of the aluminum
target onto the same surface does not produce a trigonal Al2O3. Unexpectedly, the diffrac-
tion pattern is gradually transformed to that of the aluminum oxide kappa phase [35,36].
This is an orthorhombic phase of Al2O3 with the same Pna21 space group and the same
lattice structure as ε-Fe2O3.

This transformation is shown in the top part of the time-dependent profile map in
Figure 5a. The transformed pattern (Figure 5c) looks very similar to that of the epsilon
ferrite (Figure 5b) but is scaled by a factor of 1.05 corresponding to the smaller lattice
constants of k-Al2O3 (a = 4.8437 Å, b = 8.3300 Å, c = 8.9547 Å). When iron oxide is deposited
on top of k-Al2O3, the diffraction pattern returns back to that of the epsilon iron oxide.
Interestingly the ε-Fe2O3-to-k-Al2O3 transition is much smoother than the reverse transition
back to ε-Fe2O3.
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Figure 4. Time-dependent RHEED profile map (a) showing orthorhombic–trigonal–orthorhombic
transformation. The map height corresponds to deposition of about 100 Å of Fe2O3. The epsilon-to-
alpha transformation occurs in absence of aluminum while the reverse alpha-to-epsilon transforma-
tion takes place via 1:10 aluminum substitution carried out by consecutive ablation of Fe2O3 and Al
targets. The RHEED pattern gradually changes during the reverse transformation from trigonal (b),
to mixed trigonal-orthorhombic (c), and finally to pure orthorhombic (d).
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Figure 5. Time-dependent RHEED profile map (a) showing transformation from orthorhombic
ε-Fe2O3 (b) to orthorhombic k-Al2O3 (c) taking place when Al target is ablated in 0.2 mbar of oxygen
for a prolonged time. The map height corresponds to deposition of about 100 Å of Fe2O3. A reverse
transformation takes place when k-Al2O3 is overgrown with Fe2O3.
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4. Conclusions

The present paper describes the technological peculiarities relevant to the nucleation
and further growth of the metastable epsilon phase of iron oxide. The main technolog-
ical difficulty solved in this work is the irreversible nucleation of the trigonal hematite
phase, which takes place when the growth conditions deviate from the optimal. Real-time
RHEED intensity profiling was effectively implemented in this work to precisely monitor
the transformations between the epsilon and alpha phases. During the initial stage of
ε-Fe2O3 nucleation on the GaN substrate, traces of the spinel phase were observed, which
appeared in the thin transition layer located at the nitride–oxide interface. To overcome
the contradictory requirements for the growth temperature (which must be high enough
to launch orthorhombic nucleation and low enough to prevent interface degradation), a
two-stage growth technique has been introduced. An alternative substrate-independent
orthorhombic phase stabilization technique based on mild aluminum substitution has also
been proposed. The advantages of this method are demonstrated by the example of ε-Fe2O3
film growth on sapphire. It was demonstrated that the growth of the energetically favorable
trigonal phase could be successfully suppressed by periodic ablation of aluminum and iron
oxide targets (so that the Al content in the resulting film was below 10%). The aluminum
concentration was kept low to prevent the degradation of the magnetic properties of the
iron oxide. Interestingly, a prolonged ablation of the Al target onto the ε-Fe2O3 surface in
0.2 mbar of oxygen led to the nucleation of a rare k-Al2O3 phase. The discussed aluminum-
assisted stabilization technique can be potentially useful for the fabrication of epsilon ferrite
films on substrates with a crystal structure unfavorable for the native nucleation of the
orthorhombic phase. Moreover, the same technique can be applied to growth on nitride
substrates in order to launch orthorhombic nucleation at milder temperature conditions.
The development of such a stable technology is believed to be important, as it can be
potentially applied during the fabrication of iron-oxide-based ferroic-on-semiconductor
devices with room-temperature magneto-electric coupling.
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